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Symphony IV – Great Puzzle

Archeology of the Future

Dear users of the Internet, dear friends of the Arts

To make your understanding of my Internet presentation easier I copied the first 
pages of my Art Book „Legion III Italica“.

„A Game“ is another part of a complex approach to the topic „EUROPE“

Having read the preface you might realize that the first chapter only consists of 
dates. Within the very book I kind of correlated an event to the date, starting in 

2008 up to the year 0009, and searching the Internet was very helpful to it.
With „A Game“ I would like to invite you, dear freinds of the Arts, to name 

your visions that could be matched to the next 100 years to come. 
Via E-mail, letter or a phone call you can tell me about your visions and I am 

going to complete the table by making some choices if necessary.
If all goes well I will publish all the information on 28 July 2014, preserving 

your anonymity goes without saying.
Kindest regards.

Klaus Kux

YEAR VISIONS

2010

2011 To go through a happy moment every day

2012 Troops retreating from Afghanistan

2013 Abolition of the EURO

2014 New currency

2015 Reintroduction of the EURO

2016 Gas prizes 5,29 €

2017 North Sea oil spill

2018  Brunsbuettel Nuclear Power Station explodes

2019 „New world“

2020 China takes US over 

2021 New Flunami



2022 The Islam becomes Religion of the World

2023 Reunification of North and South Corea

2024 Demolition of the Waldschloessschen Bridge

2025 „Desertification“ of Saxon villages

2026 Jelly bears are main nutrition

2027 Introduction of the American Yen

2028  Vision – Symphony  IV – Great Puzzle 
Year 2028 
„Freedom will be wearing off if you don´t use it.“
(Reinhard Mey) 
„Youth is trashing all the last values“ this is what Germany`s biggest 
News Alert is headlining today.
Jannick Ethan has just subscribed to „buns ´n´ news“ and is stabbing 
through the snow while some virtual ink cartridge is reading the news to 
him from his mobile device. The big headphones are serving as earmuffs 
as well today- it is Tuesday 29 February and the display is showing  
binary temperatures below zero. He´s got to be at the Audimax at 9 a m . 
A methodist bishop from Flint/Michigan is ministering on occasion of the 
7th anniversary of the youngest victim and as well offender of a school 
shooting. In case of nonattendance he might be exmatriculated says the 
presidency .They justify this decision by saying this „solidarity / social 
commitment“ course“ would not have been taken. This course is 
compulsory for all studies and to make the church service beneficial 
study regulations were adopted to the latest requirements, they say.
Subsequently some 200 students had a sit-in in front of the presidency. 
Due to a malfunction when analysing the live video material which is 
attached to „safety cams“ scanning your face the SEK was told to storm 
the building. Jannick Ethan has been clicking all the articles three times 
by now but he would not find anything about about any injured students 
who had been beaten through the snow. All that is left at the end of the 
day are Wehrmacht-like uniforms worn by the students and a Hitler 
nameplate at the president´s door.  A decline in values of our society. Jan, 
as he is called, reaches the security checkpoint, where he is identified 
and his rucksck is being scanned. This has been going on the whole 
semester – being x-rayed at every entrance to a building.It bothered him 
at the beginning, but where is this significant difference to the rest of his 
day?. He has been being controlled since the introduction of this HRC, 
the human rights card. The HRC is kind of an updated medium that shall 
simplify daily life, social equality, security and health of the German 
population. At least this is what the government said when introducing the 
device. It contains a calendar alerting all routine visits to doctors, making 
all appointments for you online, contains all electronic fingerprints, 
measurements of the body giving advice for your nutrition and last but not 
least a toll card. The last was fervently discussed, but agreed to in the 
end because of security reasons.It is not all-encompassing yet, however, 
in bigger cities the system is being seen as matured. So-called terminals 
gather individual HRC data in order to solve crime effectively and fast. 
Due to personal rights  they cannot analyse live data.
Jan´s best friend turns 25 in two days. They are off round noon. Being 
off... They used to have a beer in the dining hall. But now drinking is 
forbidden in public buildings and no drinks are sold before 5 p m. The 
number of alcoholics has reached its pike. Some of Jan  aquaintances 
have handed in their passports and HRC cards. There´s little movement 



of that kind. Some leave for good searching the lost paradise, others live 
illegally but being put up with in remote woods. Left are those who are 
catching every wave and those who are fighting back. The biggest 
triumph of the state is fear. And people are fearful. Most of all because 
they have been told to be fearful. 

2029 Johannes Hesters tours the world

2030 Return to human values 

2031 World Peace

2032 Blue equals red

2033 Cancer is defeated

2034 No petrol engines anymore

2035 No retirement-annuities anymore

2036 A comet´s impact

2037 First NASA flight to an exoplanet

2038 UNO is replaced with google

2039 Children have the power

2040 Atomic fusion discontinued

2041 Fidel Castro died

2042 First travel agency for mars travels

2043 African development assistance for Germany

2044 Apple absorbs google

2045 CFC wins German Master´s

2046 Second children´s world reign

2047 Magdeburg xylophone orchestra wins Classic Echo Prize

2048 Black-Green Government for China

2049 Germany – more births than deaths

2050 Humans can fly. Matriarchy

2051 Guarantee to have an orgasm for women

2052 Bavaria Munich wins European Championship

2053 Climax of „new“ inflation 

2054 Bavaria wins Worls Championship as an independent country

2055 Life under water

2056 Freemasons proselytize the Vatican

2057 The upper part of the river Mulde is now navigable

2058 Uranium is being mined again in Schlema

2059 CERN develops black hole

2060 Bavaria wins the Champions League



2061 Transsibirian railroad starts in Glauchau

2062 EU – Ships in the Pazific

2063 Genetic research

2064 European-Chinese - Dam

2065 Fist animal rights convention

2066 Worldwide abolition of money and power

2067 Pope´s third marriage to his Camerlengo

2068 Glacial Period in Europe

2069 Aliens visiting the Earth 

2070 80 per cent of the human beings eradicated on planet earth

2071 New start under the leadership of the  Dalai Lama

2072 Last humans eradicated

2073 New era of Arts 

2074 Women understand men

2075 Men understand women

2076 No, they don´t.

2077 Invention to extend humans

2078  Immortalizing medicine found 

2079 You may die as usual

2080 Installing the world state

2081 Everybody who is different gets a chance

2082 Real understanding of the peoples

2083 Populating new planets

2084 You may be your own

2085 Invention of the teleporter

2086 Abolition of  bullfighting

2087 Dinosaurs back on planet earth

2088 Rainforest is preserved

2089 Leipzig becomes a harbour city

2090 Animals survive humans

2091 First cloned human dies

2092 Saxony, Saxony – Anhalt and Thuringia reunify into one federal state

2093 Permanent disposal site Gorleben remediated

2094 Langenchursdorf belongs to the community of Crimmitschau

2095 Abolition of child support

2096 The desert Sahara stretches up to the  Po - Plain

2097 An „Elite“ governs billions of people 



2098 Mandarin becomes world language

2099 - (?)

2100 Humans enjoy being ephemeral

2101 V. I. Lenin is being laid back into the Mausoleum

2102 - (?)

2103 „Soyland Green“ is replacing rice

2104 Abolition of arms

2105 Retirement above 90 years of age

2106 Abolition of the pill for men

2107 Bike is main mean of transport

2108 AIDS defeated in Africa

2109 African population died of AIDS

2110 ...

2111 ...

2113 ...

2114 ...

It is up to you. How much truth is in those thoughts ?
What is a joke ? What is dead serious ?
Thoughts of people like you and me.

Klaus Kux

Against my guidelines of 2009  I accelerated this release.
Those facts in the table above do not represent my personal opinion.


